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Abstract

In this work, we studied and treated artifical intellegnce in a robots and connect with it
using the visible light communication technology as a primary way of making the connection
with the robot, the machine learning is a branch that it will be used in that project as well, we are
going to use open cv which is a library to treat images and  to make studing about the current
image and we’re going to use tensorflow lite to save some of our memory and to have better
performance, in the side of the hardware we are going to use arduino as a micro-controller and
raspberry pi (3 and 4) as micro-processor to build a semi-contoller and self-controller robot
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Résumé

Dans ce travail, nous avons étudié et traité l'intelligence artificielle dans un robot et nous
y sommes connectés en utilisant la technologie de communication par la lumière visible comme
moyen principal d'établir la connexion avec le robot, l'apprentissage automatique est une branche
qui sera utilisée dans ce projet aussi, nous allons utiliser open cv qui est une bibliothèque pour
traiter les images et faire des études sur l'image actuelle et nous allons utiliser tensorflow lite
pour économiser une partie de notre mémoire et avoir de meilleures performances, du côté du
matériel nous allons utiliser arduino comme micro-contrôleur et raspberry pi (3 et 4) comme
micro-processeur pour construire un robot semi-contrôleur et autocontrôleur
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الملخص
تقنيةباستخداممعهاوالتواصلالروبوتاتفيالاصطناعيالذكاءومعالجةبدراسةقمنا ، العملهذافي

سيتمفرعهوالآليوالتعلم ، الروبوتمعالاتصاللإجراءأساسيةكطريقةالمرئيبالضوءالاتصال
المشروعهذافياستخدامه
ايضاوسنستخدمالحاليةالصورةدراسةولجعلالصورلمعالجةمكتبةوهيسيفياوبنسنستخدم
 :تستخدمسوفالتيالأجهزةجهةمن ، أفضلأداءعلىوالحصولذاكرتنامنجزءلحفظلايتفلوتنسر
وتحكمتحكمشبهروبوتلبناءصغيركمعالج ) اربعةوثلاثة (بايراسبيريوصغيرةتحكمكوحدةاردوينو
ذاتي
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General introduction :

In our modern world, we face a lot challenges and tasks that can really improve and save

our lives in better way or even the best way possible, but sometimes we have those tasks needed

an extra energy that not availabe for human being to do it.

that’s why human started to think about solution to make our life easier with less effort.

At this point the human thinks about robots, the robot was the solution to deal with tasks that’s

not possible for ordinary human to do because in fit the case used.

the most interesing part in creating a smart robot is working in his brain which its the

actifical intelligence that’s a whole new branch in our modern world that’s allowing the machine

to learn from its envirements based on the inputs that it gets from its sensors like the camera, the

microphone and others, the robot will use the inputs and train them to make decisions and save

them to learn from those later to make future decisions.

the Visible light communication (or VLC) seems to be a very useful tool to be integrated

in robots, due the modern world is more brighter than before and light is availabe now and

cheaper price of components like LED, photodiode, also that technology will allow us to use it as

meduim between the pilot and the robot, other advantages of using that technology is that it’s

safe and fast.
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I.1. Introduction

Robotics is the study of devices that can perform tasks in place of humans, including

physical activity and decision-making. The introduction's goal is to highlight the problems

surrounding the utilization of robots in industrial applications, as well as the opportunities given

by advanced robotics, a classification of the most common mechanical structures of robot

manipulators and mobile robots are presented[1].

I.2.  Robotics

The field of robotics has deep cultural origins. Throughout history of the human beings

have continually worked to find replacements that possible.

The term robotics was taken from the word robot, which was popularized by Czech

writer Karel Čapek in his play R.U.R. (Rossum's Universal Robots), released in 1920. The term

"robot" is derived from the Slavic word "robota," which means "work/job" . The play starts in a

factory that creates artificial people known as robots, creatures that may be mistaken for humans

- quite similar to current concepts of androids. The term was not coined by Karel Čapek. He

submitted a short letter in response to an etymology in the Oxford English Dictionary, naming

his brother Josef Čapek as the real founder[2].

Figure I.1: The Shadow robot hand system [3]

I.3. Robot

A robot is a machine that can make decisions on its own based on data from sensors. A

software agent is a program that is meant to process and output data autonomously. Perhaps the

easiest way to characterize a robot is as a self-contained software agent with sensors and moving
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outputs. It might also be described as an electro-mechanical platform that runs software. A robot,

in any case, requires electronics, mechanical parts, and software[4].

I.4. Robot’s types

I.4.1 Robot Manipulators

A robot manipulator's mechanical structure consists of a series of rigid bodies (links)

joined by articulations (joints); a manipulator is distinguished by an arm that provides mobility, a

wrist that provides dexterity, and an end-effector that executes the robot's task. The serial or

open kinematic chain is the basic framework of a manipulator. When there is just one series of

links connecting the two endpoints of a kinematic chain, it is called open from a topological

standpoint. A manipulator, on the other hand, has a closed kinematic chain when a series of links

creates a loop[1].

Figure I.2: Examples of different robot manipulators[5].

I.4.2. Mobile Robots

A robot manipulator's mechanical structure consists of a series of rigid bodies (links)

joined by articulations (joints); a manipulator is distinguished by an arm that provides mobility, a

wrist that provides dexterity, and an end-effector that executes the robot's task. The serial or

open kinematic chain is the basic framework of a manipulator. When there is just one series of

links connecting the two endpoints of a kinematic chain, it is called open from a topological

standpoint. A manipulator, on the other hand, has a closed kinematic chain when a series of links

creates a Loop[6].
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Figure I.3: Examples of different Moblie robot[7].

I.5. Fields and application

Using Robots seems so common in nowadays so this is some of the fields used the robots

on it [6].

I.5.1. Industical

An industrial robot is a production robot. Industrial robots are programmable, automated,

and have three or more axes of motion. The Unimate, the grandfather of all manufacturing

robots, is one such example. Systems like Amazon's warehouse robots and collaborative

production robots that can work with humans are included in this category[6].
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Figure I.4: Industrial robots[8].

I.5.2. Wheeled robots

Wheeled robots are those that use their wheels to move around on the ground. This is a

popular design since it is the most basic in terms of design, manufacture, and programming.

Wheeled robots also have the benefit of being easier to manage than other robot designs[6].

Figure I.5: Wheeled robot[9].
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I.5.3. Legged Robots

Legged robots are mobile robots, but their mobility is more complex and intelligent than

that of their wheeled counterparts. They manage their mobility using their legs, as the name

implies, and they perform far better on rough terrain than wheeled robots. Despite their high cost

and great production complexity, these robots are important for most applications because of

their benefits over uneven terrain[6].

Figure I.6: Legged robot[10].

I.5.4. Medical Robots

Artificial machines and stationary robots like the da Vinci surgical robot are examples of

health-care robots. Watson, IBM's question-answering supercomputer, has been employed in

healthcare applications and falls into this category without being a robot[6].
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Figure I.7: Medical robot[11].

I.5.5. Disaster Response

These robots conduct perilous tasks such as hunting for survivors after a disaster. Pack

bots were employed to evaluate damage at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant after an

earthquake and tsunami ravaged Japan in 2011[6].

Figure I.8: Realistic high-resolution render image ofa CENTAURO mock up model by RWTH Aachenin an urban

disaster scenario.[12].
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I.5.6. Drones

Drones are available in a variety of sizes and levels of autonomy. DJI's Phantom series

and Parrot's Anafi are two examples, as are military systems like the Global Hawk, which are

used for long-term surveillance[6].

Figure I.9: Drone[13].

I.5.7. Military & Security

Ground systems like Endeavor Robotics' PackBot, which is used to search for improvised

explosive devices, and BigDog, which assists troops in carrying heavy gear, are examples of

military robots. Cobalt, an autonomous mobility system, is an example of a security robot[6].

Figure I.10: Armed Predator drone [14].
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I.5.8. Self-Driving Cars

Many robots navigate by themselves. Early autonomous cars include those produced for

DARPA's autonomous-vehicle contests, as well as Google's self-driving Toyota Prius, which

was eventually split off to become Waymo[6].

Figure I.11: Self-driving cars sensors [15].

I.6. Conclusion

In conclusion, we can say that Robotics is the science that  allows us to build robots, a

robot is a machine that uses data from sensors to make choices on its own. The mechanical

structure of a robot manipulator is made up of a sequence of rigid bodies (links) connected by

articulations (joints): an arm for movement, a wrist for dexterity, and an end-effector for

completing the robot's mission. Industrial robots have three or more axes of motion, are

programmable, and automated. Legged robots are mobile robots with more complicated and

intelligent movement than their wheeled cousins. After an earthquake and tsunami struck Japan

in 2011, pack bots were used to assess damage at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power facility.

Drones come in a wide range of sizes and autonomous levels.

As a simple sentence we can say that robotics simplify human life and produced
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II.1. Introduction

When most people hear "machine learning," they immediately think of a robot: either a

trusty butler or a scary Terminator, depending on who you ask. Machine Learning, on the other

hand, isn't simply a distant dream; it's already here. In certain specialized applications, such as

Optical Character Recognition, it has been around for decades. But it was the spam filter that

was the first ML application to truly go popular, impacting the lives of hundreds of millions of

people in the 1990’s.

It isn't quite a self-aware Skynet, but it qualifies as Machine Learning (it has really learnt

so effectively that you seldom need to mark an email as spam any longer). Hundreds more

machine learning apps followed, silently powering dozens of goods and features you use every

day, from smarter suggestions to voice search.

When it comes to machine learning, where does it begin and where does it end? What

does it imply for a machine to be able to learn something? Has my computer "learned" anything

if I downloaded a copy of Wikipedia? Is it becoming smarter? We'll start by defining Machine

Learning and why you would want to apply[16].

II.2. Machine learning

Machine learning or the ML is a branch of artificial intelligence that allows computers to

learn and develop without being explicitly programmed. The goal of machine learning is to

create computer algorithms that can access data and learn on their own[17].
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Figure II.1: AI vs ML vs DL [18].

II.3. Machine learning applications

II.3.1. Image recognition

In the real world, image recognition is a well-known and often used example of

machine learning. Based on the intensity of the pixels in black and white or color photos, it may

recognize an item as a digital image[19].

Image recognition in the real world:

● Determine if an x-ray is malignant or not.

● Give an image a name (also known as "tagging" on social media).

● Segment a single letter into smaller pictures to recognize handwriting.

Face recognition inside a picture is another use of machine learning. The technology can

discover similarities and match them to faces using a database of individuals. In law

enforcement, this is frequently employed[19].
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Figure II.2: Computer Vision (image trainede)[20].

II.3.2. Speech recognition

Speech to text translation is possible using machine learning. Live voice and recorded

speech may both be converted to text files using certain software tools. Intensities on time-

frequency bands can also be used to partition speech[19].

Speech recognition in the real world:

● Search by voice

● Dialing by voice

● Controlling the appliances

Devices like Google Home and Amazon Alexa are two of the most common uses of speech

recognition technology[19].
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Figure II.3: Neural networks and speech recognition - Machine Learning[21].

II.3.3. Medical diagnosis

Machine learning can assist in illness diagnosis. Many doctors utilize speech

recognition chatbots to find trends in their patients' complaints[c].

Examples of real-life medical diagnosis:

● Assisting in the formulation of a diagnostic or making therapy recommendations

● Machine learning is used in oncology and pathology to identify malignant tissue.

● Examine the bodily fluids

Face recognition software and machine learning are combined to scan patient

photographs and find traits that correspond with uncommon genetic illnesses in the case of rare

diseases[19].
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Figure II.4: Medical Diagnosis Machine Learning Discount[22].

II.3.4. Statistical arbitrage

Arbitrage is a finance term for an automated trading method that is used to handle a large

number of securities. A trading algorithm is used to analyze a group of securities using economic

data and correlations[19].

Statistical arbitrage in the real world:

● Algorithmic trading examines the microstructure of a market.

● Analyze massive amounts of data

● Find arbitrage chances in real time.

Machine learning improves the arbitrage strategy's performance[19].
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Figure II.5: Defined & Strategies[23].

II.3.5. Predictive analytics

Machine learning may divide accessible data into categories, which are subsequently

defined by analyst-specified rules. The analysts can determine the likelihood of a defect after the

categorization is complete[19].

Examples of predictive analytics in practice:

● Identifying whether or not a transaction is fraudulent

● Improve prediction systems that determine the likelihood of a problem.

One of the most promising applications of machine learning is predictive analytics. Everything

from product creation to real estate pricing may benefit from it[19].

II.4. Types of Machine Learning Systems

II.4.1. Supervised learning

In supervised learning, you input the algorithm training data that includes the desired

answers, known as labels.[16]

A frequent supervised learning task is classification. The spam filter is a good example of

this: it is taught how to recognize new emails by looking at a huge number of sample emails and

categorizing them (spam or ham).[16]

Another typical purpose is to forecast a target numeric value, like as the price of a car,

using a set of predictors (mileage, age, brand, etc). This sort of work is known as regression. You
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must feed the system with a large number of car instances containing both predictors and labels

in order to train it (i.e., their prices).[16]

Figure II.6: Example about learning from data[24].

II.4.2. Unsupervised learning

The training data in unsupervised learning is unlabeled[16]. Assume you have a lot of

information on your blog's visitors. To find groups of similar visitors, you might wish to use a

clustering method. You never tell the algorithm which group a visitor belongs to; it discovers

such relationships on its own. For example, it could be noted that 40% of your visitors are men

who prefer comic books and read your site in the evenings, while 20% are youthful science-

fiction fans who visit on weekends, and so on[13]. When using a hierarchical clustering

algorithm, each group may be subdivided into smaller groups. This may assist you in tailoring

your postings to each audience[13].
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Figure II.7: Example about unsupervised learning [25].

II.4.3. Semi Supervised learning

Some algorithms can handle partially labeled training data, which often includes a large

amount of unlabeled data and a small amount of labeled data. Semi-supervised learning is what

it's termed[16].

This may be seen in photo-hosting services like Google Photos. When you submit all of

your family photographs to the site, it will instantly detect that person A appears in images 1, 5,

and 11, while person B appears in photos 2, 5, and 7. This is where the algorithm becomes

unsupervised (clustering). All that's left for you to do now is inform the system who these folks

are. There is just one label per person, with a total of four labels, and it can name everyone in

every shot, which is great for searching[16].

The majority of semi-supervised learning methods combine unsupervised and supervised

learning techniques. Deep belief networks (DBNs), for example, are made up of stacked

unsupervised components termed restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs). Unsupervised

learning techniques are used to train RBMs sequentially, and then supervised learning techniques

are used to fine-tune the entire system[16].
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Figure II.8: Semi-supervised learning [26].

II.4.4. Reinforcement learning

Reinforcement Learning takes on a whole new perspective. In this context, the learning

system is referred to as an agent since it can monitor the environment, select and conduct

actions, and receive rewards in exchange (or penalties in the form of negative rewards). It must

then figure out for itself what the optimal technique is for getting the highest reward over time,

which is termed a policy. When an agent is in a certain scenario, a policy specifies the action it

should do[16].

Many robots, for instance, use Reinforcement Learning algorithms to learn how to walk.

DeepMind's AlphaGo software is another outstanding example of Reinforcement Learning: in

May 2017, it made news by defeating world champion Ke Jie in the game of Go. It developed its

winning strategy after studying millions of games and playing numerous games against itself. It's

worth noting that learning was disabled during the games versus the champion; AlphaGo was

just following the policy it had learnt[16]. 
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Figure II.9: Reinforcement learning [27].

II.5. Conclusion

Machine learning (ML) is the study of ways that leverage data to improve performance

on some set of tasks. Machine learning algorithms create a model based on training data to make

predictions or judgments without having to be explicitly programmed to do so. Data and neural

networks are used in certain machine learning implementations to replicate the functioning of a

biological brain. Machine learning is the process of computers learning from data in order to do

certain jobs. For basic jobs, algorithms may be programmed that inform the machine how to

carry out all of the steps required to address the problem at hand; the computer does not need to

learn anything. In practice, assisting the computer in developing its own algorithm rather than

having human programmers explain each required step can prove to be more productive.
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III.1. Introduction

Over the last decade, the exponential growth of mobile devices and wireless services has

produced a huge need for radio frequency-based technologies. Meanwhile, the increasing

adoption of more cost-effective and efficient LED light bulbs has changed the lighting industry.

Visible Light Communication (VLC) is an LED-based technology with a free spectrum and high

data rate that might potentially augment current radio frequency standards in this respect[28].

III.2. VLC:

Visible light communication (VLC) is a type of data transfer that employs visible light

between the wavelengths of 400 and 800 THz (780–375 nm). VLC is an optical wireless

communications technology subset.

The technique utilizes conventional fluorescent bulbs (not special communications

equipment) to carry signals at 10 kbit/s across short distances, or LEDs for up to 500 Mbit/s.

Over lengths of 1–2 kilometers (0.6–1.2 mi), systems like RONJA may transmit at full Ethernet

speed (10 Mbit/s)[d].Signals from light sources are received by specially built electrical devices

that usually comprise a photo-diode[e].In other circumstances, though, a mobile phone camera or

a digital camera can suffice.[f] In these devices, the image sensor is really an array of

photodiodes (pixels), which in some situations may be preferable to a single photodiode. Multi-

channel (down to 1 pixel Equals 1 channel) or spatial awareness of various light sources may be

provided by such a sensor[29].

Figure III.1: Visible light is only a small portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.[30].
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III.3. VLC architecture

Light is used to transfer information in Visible Light Communication. Furthermore, the

purpose of VLC apps is to give both lighting and communication. As a result, VLC systems will

always contain light transmitting and receiving components. LEDs are employed as transmitters

in the great bulk of the literature on this subject. These LEDs are used to communicate data by

modulating the intensity of light. Photo-sensors on the receiver side are in charge of immediately

catching this light (Direct Detection) and transforming it into a data stream [28]. The type of

LED has an influence on the operation of a VLC system since lighting illumination brightness is

not altered by light manipulation when transferring information in VLC[6].

Figure III.2: Architecture of a full-duplex VLC communication system.[31].

III.3.1. Transmitter

VLC transition sources include LEDs and lasers. When both communication and

lighting must be accomplished with a single device, the LED should be employed. One of the

most appealing alternatives for use as a VLC source is white light based on LEDs and

wavelength converters. Trichromatic light production is the most frequent way for producing

white light using LEDs (red, green, and blue). The large bandwidth and hence high data rates of

RGB LEDs make them ideal for white light production. The RGB LEDs disadvantage is its high

complexity and modulation difficulties. The optical wireless channel has been characterized

using a variety of techniques[6].Based on the channel model, the suitable LED is chosen[32].

III.3.1.1. LED

LED light bulbs have become the most common medium for Visible Light

Communication due to factors such as pricing. Furthermore, LED light bulbs grew increasingly

popular, integrating numerous contexts where using light as a means of communication would be

helpful.[28]
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LEDs may switch on and off in a fraction of a second. We can send information by

producing a frequency by turning it on and off millions of times per second. When an LED is

turned on, it sends a 1 bit; when it is turned off, it transmits a 0 bit. The frequency changes are so

fast that the human eye cannot see them because it does not perceive flicker and only sees

constant light. In terms of bandwidth, this equates to 1 Gbps, compared to roughly 100 Mbps for

Wi-Fi.[28]

Figure III.3: Basic representation of a standard LED[33].

● Phosphor Converted LEDs (pc-LEDs) : PC-LEDs are frequently utilized since they are

simple and inexpensive. They are made up of a blue LED chip with a phosphor layer that

converts a portion of the blue light to green, yellow, and red while emitting a percentage

of the blue light as white light. Due to the delayed reaction of phosphorus, this LED has a

restricted band[28].

● Multi-chip LEDs:This LED's structure is made up of three or more chips that emit

distinct colored lights. In order to generate white light, the various chips normally output

RGB colors. The ability to adjust the colors emitted by the intensity of each chip is a

significant benefit of this form of LED. It's worth noting that a sort of modulation called

Color-Shift Keying was designed specifically for this type of LED[28].
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● Organic LEDs (OLEDs): A series of thin organic layers placed between two conductors

make up this type of LED. An electric current causes light to be emitted. They're

common in smartphone screens[28].

● µ-LEDs: µ- LEDs are commonly used in displays to provide high-density parallel

transmission at very fast rates[28].

III.3.2. Receiver

The data is extracted from the modulated light beam by the VLC receiver, which

converts the light into an electrical signal that is decoded by the built-in decoder. The receiver's

performance influences the VLC system's performance; the detected light is not only that of the

transmitter, but also that of other light sources (natural or artificial), causing significant

interference. Using an optical filter to eliminate undesirable spectral components can enhance

the performance of the VLC receiver. Due to its great sensitivity, the photodiode is the most

often used light sensor.Solar cells can be used to receive both solar electricity and visible light

communication (VLC) signals at the same time. Furthermore, the modulated VLC optical signal

may be transformed to an electrical signal without the need for additional power[34].

III.3.2.1. Photodiode

A photodiode is a device that transforms light into electricity. It operates on the photo-

conduction principle, whereas LEDs operate on the electro-luminance basis. A photodiode is a

photodetector that transforms light into current or voltage[35].

Figure III.4: Photodiode size and example[36].
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III.3.3. Transmission Channel

Intensity Modulation / Direct Detection systems make up the majority of wireless optical

systems. Information is transmitted by the intensity of the optical signal rather than frequency or

phase in an IM/DD system. A light emitting diode performs the conversion between the

electrical signal and the optical intensity x (t) (LED). After then, the optical wave travels via the

wireless optical channel. It is important to do the reverse conversion upon reception in order to

return to the electrical domain. The photodiode is responsible for this function. Direct detection

is achieved by the photodiode, which generates a photo-current y (t) proportionate to the

received optical intensity.The receiver's principal goal is to deduce the information contained in

x (t) from the signal y received (t)[37].

Figure III.5: Open-VLC 1.0 transceivers[38].

III.4. Applications of VLC communications

III.4.1. Indoor

III.4.1.1. Mobile connectivity (Li-Fi)

Harald Haas was the first to create the phrase "light fidelity" in 2011. (Li-Fi). Li-Fi is a

bi-directional, fully linked, visible light wireless communication technology that is similar to

Wi-Fi, which communicates using radio frequency. Wi-Fi frequencies can interfere with other

RF signals, such as pilot navigational equipment signals in airplanes. As a result, in situations

where electromagnetic radiation is sensitive (such as airplanes), Li-Fi may be a preferable

option. A Li-Fi network can also help with the Internet of Things (IoT). Li-Fi can achieve speeds

of up to 10 Gbits/s, which is 250 times faster than super-fast broadband[32].
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Figure III.6: The Working Of Li-Fi Communication[39].

III.4.1.2. Hospitals and Healthcare

Electromagnetic wave sensitive places (such as MRI scanners) in hospitals are likely to

transition to VLC since it does not interfere with other devices' radio waves. A robot dubbed

HOSPI was proposed for use in hospital transportation. HOSPI's control system was improved

with the use of VLC, which was put in a building, and the robot's navigational sensors[32].

Figure III.7: Hospital delivery robot manufactured by Panasonic[32].
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III.4.1.3. Wi-Fi Spectrum Relief

The increased demand for wireless data is outstripping Area networks. Fi's VLC has the

ability to give faster data speeds than Wi-Fi. Because radio frequency (RF) components and

antenna systems are eliminated, this may be done at a minimal cost.[6]

III.4.1.4. Aircraft

In aircraft passenger cabins, radio waves are unwelcome. LEDs are already utilized for

illumination and can be used to give multi-media services instead of cables. This lowers the cost

and weight of an aircraft's construction.[6]

III.4.1.5. Positioning

To conduct high-precision location using VLC, a receiver must gather up signals from

LEDs in a room and determine the distance between them using different methods. RSS

(received signal strength), which is widely employed in radio frequency systems, is one of these

strategies. The signal intensity is reduced when the distance between the transmitters and

receivers is increased. Obstacles that block or reflect waves may interfere with the RSS,

decreasing the method's accuracy. Calculating the Time of Arrival is another extensively used

technique (TOA). This approach, however, necessitates the transmission of rigorously synced

signals between the transmitter and receiver, which may need the purchase of more expensive

features. Finally, there's a technique that takes the Angle of Arrival into account (AOA). Because

it necessitates a direct Line of Sight, this approach is not widely used in radio frequency systems

(LOS). VLC systems, on the other hand, require LOS for communication, hence AOA

approaches are also viable.[28]

Figure III.8: Basic diagram on indoor positioning using VLC[6]
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III.4.2. Outdoor

III.4.2.1. Vehicles and Transportation

The widespread use of LEDs in traffic applications presents a number of opportunities

for vehicle-to-vehicle communication (VLC) systems. Since VLC links are visible, installation

of roadside equipment is much easier. V2I and V2V communications using radio technology can

be used simultaneously with VLC. VLC provides an additional feature if the receiver

incorporates an image sensor or a camera.[40]

Figure III.9: V2V and I2V communication[40]

III.4.2.2. Underwater Communication

Because of its high conductivity, RF waves do not travel well in saltwater. As a result,

underwater communication networks should adopt VLC communication. Another underwater

communication use of the VLC is the Untethered Remotely Operated Vehicle (UTROV).

UTROV may be used for a variety of tasks, including ocean observatory maintenance and ship

deployment[32].
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Figure III.10: Underwater Communication [32]

III.5. Conclusion

We outlined VLC and its working principle in this chapter, as well as its design, the best

LEDs to use, optical link categorization, how to decrease noise and interference from other light

sources, and its present possible applications. It's a terrific way to supplement current wireless

infrastructure since it provides better performance, especially in close-quarters areas like

workplaces and houses. Indoor location, underwater communication, and vehicle communication

systems are just a few examples of applications that can make use of visible light. In conclusion,

VLC is a large field of study that also piques the interest of scholars. Even yet, further

investigation is required, which should occur in the next few years, given the growing popularity

of the field and the expanding application of concepts such as the Internet of Things and Smart

Lighting.
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IV.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we splited our project in two sections, the first is a simulation part, which

we are going to make an intelligent system that detects objects , analysis the location and take

decisions. The second part is the expiremental part, where we are going to build semi-controllor

robot with VLC and finally we switch into complete self-controller robot. That’s actually will be

our final goal in this project

IV.2. Simulation part

Our first goal is create a smart system that can train the images from the camera

and take decision based on that.

I started search about a good simulation idea or project that it’s near from our

needs. we found a simulation from Udacity in this website https://georgeerol.github.io/

In this simulation,I’ll use the Udacity rover simulator to autonomously drive a rover

which will look for samples in a terrain area. The simulator has been modeled after the NASA

sample return challenge . The simulator has two modes – Training mode, where we can drive the

rover using the keyboard and collect training data and Autonomous mode, where we will be

driving the rover autonomously by modifying the functions present in the python driver codes.

The Github repository has provided all the required python template codes. We have to

implement our algorithm by modifying the codes

Figure IV.1: Github repo of RoboND-Rover-Project
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Udacity

Udacity, Inc. is an American for-profit educational organization founded by Sebastian
Thrun, David Stavens, and Mike Sokolsky offering MOOC [41][42][43]

Figure IV.2: Udacity logo [44]

This project is based on NASA's sample return challenge and will provide you with
hands-on experience with the three fundamental parts of robotics: perception, decision making,
and actuation. This project will be completed in a Unity game engine-based simulated
environment.[45]

Figure IV.3: File of the simulation after the extraction

After we extract the file, we click on the Icon of the simulation to run. It will show a
window like that to set up configuration for your preferences and ability
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Figure IV.4: Rover Simulator Configuration

After that, the simulation will run. There are two mode in the Training Mode and
Autonomous mode.

The Training mode is manual controller using the the arrow keys and the mouse and you
are full of control.

The Autonomous mode when we’ll install the machine learning in its brain .
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Figure IV.5: Simulator window

Our first step is using the training mode to discover what we are deal with, the
environment , the elements and the controller and base on that we’ll build a system to do our
tasks as we want. 
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Figure IV.6: the start of the simulation

The simulation window shows our robot details on the top left about the location , top

right we can see the key to do a certain action like quit by pressing F12, bottom left shows the

camera view of the robot, and bottom right shows if we are recording or not.

To start recording press the key “r” and that will open a window asked you where you

want to save the data from the recording.
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Figure IV.7: set the output

We start recording.
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Figure IV.8: Collecting items in the environment

After we finish recording we close the simulation and we go to the document where we

saved our output, we’ll find two main document, the first is a folder contains all the image that

has been recorded , the other is csv file contain a table of all of our image and other data about

the robot
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Figure IV.9: Output

Figure IV.10: IMG folder
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Figure IV.11: image from IMG folder

Figure IV.12: robot_log.csv

At this point we have been recorded our data and now it’s time to train it but now

I’ll give you a brave introduction about what tools we’ll use for that.

● Jupyter Notebook The Junketer Notebook is the original web application for creating

and sharing computational documents. It offers a simple, streamlined, document-centric

experience[46].

Figure IV.13: Jupyter Logo [47]
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● Python Python is the main programming language that we’ll use in our project because

it’s so simple and it’s the language of the artifical intelligence.

● Bash is the Unix shell and we use it in linux terminal.

I use linux as my primary Operating system , my linux distro is Debian version 11

so I’ll be using the Terminal to access to Jupyer notebook

Of course it would be easier for windows users than linux to set up all the settings needed

to start that project.

Figure IV.14: Terminal window

Our Jupyter notebook software needed to run using the “su” command; during a
login session, the su command is used to switch users. Su becomes the superuser if it is
invoked without a username. The optional argument - can be used to create an
environment that is comparable to what a user would see if they signed in directly.[48]

Figure IV.15: Terminal window, and type “su” command
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After that you’ll be in the “root” which you can add more command  so we
open a localhost:8888 and it gave us token to access the jupyter and also to keep us
secure.

Figure IV.16: Do some command to open server for jupyter notebook

Jupyter notebook will be accessible on the browser I’m using here chromium

Figure IV.17: Jupyter notebook browser
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Now we create a Jupyter file. I chose the file we created by the simulation to
make access to data easier

Also I used python instead of Nodejs, because it’s the language of AI
And it’s easy to read.

Figure IV.18: Create file in Jupyter notebook

Now we are ready to go.

Applying Artificial intelligence

First thing is importing the necessary libraries. 

import cv2 # for perspective transform

import glob  # to reading in a list of images from a folder

import numpy as np # to calculate numerical operation

import matplotlib.image as mpimg # to plot images

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt #to plot

import pandas as pd # to read our data

First we check how many image we have

path = './IMG/*'

img_list = glob.glob(path)

print(len(img_list)) # Know how many image we have : result = 1546
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We’ll plot 4 image to get better vision about the project to we create a helpful plotting function.

def plot_images(img1, img2):

fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15, 10))

plt.subplot(121)

plt.imshow(img1)

plt.subplot(122)

plt.imshow(img2)

After that we import several image to study, I chose random image with just one condition that
some of those image need to have stones and I plotted the all together.

img1 = mpimg.imread(img_list[len(img_list)-1])

img2 = mpimg.imread(img_list[630])

img3 = mpimg.imread(img_list[650])

img4 = mpimg.imread(img_list[0])

fig = plt.figure(figsize=(20, 10))

plot_images(img1, img2)

plot_images(img3, img4)

Figure IV.19: image 1 ,2 took by robot camera for train

Figure IV.20: image 3,4 took by robot camera for train
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Build a filter

After we plot we need to make the robot knows what’s in the picture

We must find the max and min thresh of each image so we can split ground from mountain from

rocks , so we give HLS color of each element

The hue, lightness, and saturation (HLS) model is very identical to the HSV model, except that

instead of an inverted hex-cone, a double hex-cone is utilized. In this paradigm, both systems'

hue and saturation are defined in the same way. The lightness and value are slightly

different[49].

ground_thresh_min = (0, 100, 70)

ground_thresh_max = (255, 255, 255)

rock_thresh_min = (0, 100, 0)

rock_thresh_max = (255, 255, 70)

mountain_thresh_min = (0, 0, 0)

mountain_thresh_max = (255, 100, 255)

After we identify the degree of each color now we’ll build the filtre.

def filter_hls(img, thresh_min, thresh_max, height = None):

hls_img = img.copy() # make a copy

cv2.cvtColor(hls_img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HLS) # convert image from rgb to hls

# create a zero matrix same xy size exactly like the image

binary_img = np.zeros_like(img[:,:,0])

within_thresh = (hls_img[:,:,0] >= thresh_min[0]) & (hls_img[:,:,0] <= thresh_max[0])

& \

(hls_img[:,:,1] >= thresh_min[1]) & (hls_img[:,:,1] <= thresh_max[1]) &

(hls_img[:,:,2] >= thresh_min[2]) & (hls_img[:,:,2] <= thresh_max[2])

binary_img[within_thresh] = 1

if height is not None:

binary_img[:height, :] = 0

return binary_img

After that we create function to plot the result of the filter anso that function will filter the

environment (rock, ground , mountain) from each other.
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def show_filtered_result(img):

ground_bin = filter_hls(img, ground_thresh_min, ground_thresh_max, height = 70)

rock_bin = filter_hls(img, rock_thresh_min, rock_thresh_max)

mountain_bin = filter_hls(img, mountain_thresh_min, mountain_thresh_max)

fig = plt.figure(figsize = (20,3))

plt.subplot(141)

plt.imshow(img)

plt.subplot(142)

plt.imshow(ground_bin, cmap='gray')

plt.subplot(143)

plt.imshow(rock_bin, cmap='gray')

plt.subplot(144)

plt.imshow(mountain_bin, cmap='gray')

Now, we plot our images.

show_filtered_result(img1)

show_filtered_result(img2)

show_filtered_result(img3)

show_filtered_result(img4)

The result

Figure IV.21: Result of image 1 in the filtre (normal,ground,rock and mountain)
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Figure IV.22: Result of image 2 in the filtre (normal,ground,rock and mountain)

Figure IV.23: Result of image 3 in the filtre (normal,ground,rock and mountain)

Figure IV.24: Result of image 4 in the filtre (normal,ground,rock and mountain)

Discuss the Results

The plotted results shown a splitted images that we decided to study  according to the

degree of color that we identify for element we have in the environment

In the left we can see the normal camera image(img1,img2,img3,img4)

The second image present the image that the artificial intelligent identified as a ground so as you

can see the white part is the ground and the black part is anything else

The next image representing the rock that has been identified in the image

We can see in the image 1 too that there is a small white point that shows that there is a

rock but in far distance, in image 4 we can see the white spot more large because the rock is

actually as it’s visible in the image so near from the camera

Image 2 and 4 shows that it’s completely black that’s because there are no rocks on those

images.
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Get one single image of the filter

Now, we just have to create one single picture , so we’ll just create a new function get the

same pictures and then change their colors and plot them all together in on single image.

def coded_image(img):

ground_bin = filter_hls(img, ground_thresh_min, ground_thresh_max, height = 70)

rock_bin = filter_hls(img, rock_thresh_min, rock_thresh_max)

mountain_bin = filter_hls(img, mountain_thresh_min, mountain_thresh_max)

y_ground, x_ground = ground_bin.nonzero()

y_rock, x_rock = rock_bin.nonzero()

y_mountain, x_mountain = mountain_bin.nonzero()

coded_img = img * 0

coded_img[y_ground, x_ground, 0] = 255

coded_img[y_rock, x_rock, 1] = 255

coded_img[y_mountain, x_mountain, 2] = 255

return coded_img

Plotting the sames and see the results.

plot_images(img1, coded_image(img1))

plot_images(img2, coded_image(img2))

plot_images(img3, coded_image(img3))

plot_images(img4, coded_image(img4))
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Figure IV.25: Result of image 1 after coded

Figure IV.26: Result of image 2 after coded 

Figure IV.27: Result of image 3 after coded

Figure IV.28: Result of image 3 after coded

Discuss the results

After we plot all the results we can see that the blue color presents the mountain and red

is the ground and green presenting the rocks but we can notice also black color founded in the

images that would presenting anything except the identified field in this case we can see that the

black color is presenting the sky.
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Warning

The black color can be anything not only the sky , if you put unknown shape that has a different

color than the rock,mountain, and the ground the it will shows black

Figure IV.29: Result of image 3 after we remove the rock property

Make the robot see the distance

To create a map base on the environment , we need to apply the perspective transform,

we need to create a view from above

We started by returning to the simulation and run in training mode then we press ‘g’ that

we’ll activate the grid on the map and we record after that just to create one image,

Figure IV.30: Image with grid

To preference the above view we need to use cv2.getPerspectiveTransform() and also

cv2.warpPerspective() those are two function in opencv which is a very popular computer

vision library in python

The simple idea in opencv is like that : A 3x3 transformation matrix is required for perspective

transformation. Even after the change, straight lines will stay straight. You'll need 4 points on the
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input image and equivalent points on the output image to find this transformation matrix. Three

of these four points should not be collinear. The transformation matrix can then be retrieved

using the cv.getPerspectiveTransform method. Then, given this 3x3 transformation matrix, use

cv.warpPerspective.[50]

def perspect_transform(img, src, dst):

  transform_matrix = cv2.getPerspectiveTransform(src, dst)

  dimensions = (img.shape[1], img.shape[0])

  warped_img = cv2.warpPerspective(img, transform_matrix, dimensions)

return warped_img

We need also to identify the destination and the source .

dest_size, bottom_offset = 5, 6

source = np.float32([[14, 140], [301 ,140],[200, 96], [118, 96]])

h, w = grid_img.shape[0], grid_img.shape[1]

p1, p2 = w / 2 - dest_size, w / 2 + dest_size

p3, p4 = h - bottom_offset, h - 2 * dest_size - bottom_offset

destination = np.float32([

    [p1, p3], [p2, p3], [p2, p4], [p1, p4],

    ])

Now we have just to run the code

warped = perspect_transform(grid_img, source, destination)

plot_two_images(grid_img,warped)
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Figure IV.31: The grid picture in normal and after the perspective transform from z index view

Now, we just apply that for the other images so have the map view.

warped_1 = perspect_transform(img1, source, destination)

warped_2 = perspect_transform(img2, source, destination)

warped_3 = perspect_transform(img3 ,source, destination)

warped_4 = perspect_transform(img4, source, destination)

plot_two_images(img1,warped_1)

plot_two_images(img2,warped_2)

plot_two_images(img3,warped_3)

plot_two_images(img4,warped_4)

Figure IV.32: Result of image 1 normal and with perspective transform
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Figure IV.33: Result of image 2 normal and with perspective transform

Figure IV.34: Result of image 3 normal and with perspective transform

Figure IV.35: Result of image 4 normal and with perspective transform

Discuss the results

The perspective transform function that allowing us to have an upper view of the

environment and that what we can see in the testing images

the result presenting and upper view of the image we can see that in all the pictures

what we can found interesting is the rock now we can see that the yellow color longer and not in

shape and thats returned to the nature of the perspective transform it doesn’t recognize the

shapes or the distance.
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Perspective transform is often using in image stabelization in modern smart phone to

keep the image fixed during filming.

Colorize the new view

plot_two_images(warped, get_coded_image(warped))

plot_two_images(warped_1, get_coded_image(warped_1))

plot_two_images(warped_2, get_coded_image(warped_2))

plot_two_images(warped_3, get_coded_image(warped_3))

plot_two_images(warped_4, get_coded_image(warped_4))

Figure IV.36: Perspective transform of image 1 with coded

Figure IV.37: Perspective transform of image 2 with coded
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Figure IV.38: Perspective transform of image 3 with coded

Figure IV.39: Perspective transform of image 4 with coded

Discuss the results

We can see after we implement colorization on the prespective transform images more

visibility of the ground on all the images and that make us have a better view of the directions

and based on that we can take decisions.

Make a decision

Now, after we prepare the data to learn , it’s time to use the csv data. So we’ll import it

and to read later from it the location of the map.

df = pd.read_csv('./robot_log.csv', delimiter=';', decimal='.')

data_xs = df["X_Position"].values

data_ys = df["Y_Position"].values

data_yaws = df["Yaw"].values
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WORLD_SIZE, SCALE = 200, 30

# Those are just some example of Yaws, X and Y positions

print("yaws:")

print(data_yaws[1])

print(data_yaws[100])

print(data_yaws[1000])

print()

print("x positions:")

print(data_xs[1])

print(data_xs[100])

print(data_xs[1000])

print()

print("y positions:")

print(data_ys[1])

print(data_ys[100])

print(data_ys[1000])

print()

yaws:

51.74515

29.94607

259.1309

x positions:

101.2565

110.2521

102.9781

y positions:

87.57255

96.48149

189.0413

Now we will import the map , to have better vision of the location

ground_truth_bin = mpimg.imread('./data/map.png')

ground_truth_ys, ground_truth_xs = ground_truth_bin.nonzero()

ground_truth_img = np.zeros((200, 200, 3))
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ground_truth_img[ground_truth_ys, ground_truth_xs, :] = (0, 1, 0)

fig = plt.figure(figsize=(16, 10))

plt.imshow(ground_truth_img)

Figure IV.40: Map of the envirment [51].

After we import the map it’s time now to get the rover coordinates

def rover_coordinates(binary_img):

  ys, xs = binary_img.nonzero()
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  xs_rover = -(ys - binary_img.shape[0])

  ys_rover = -(xs - binary_img.shape[1] / 2 )

return xs_rover, ys_rover

def convert_to_polar(xs, ys):

  distances = np.sqrt(xs**2 + ys**2)

  angles = np.arctan2(ys, xs)

return distances, angles

Now, we treat all the what we have in one function.

def perception_pipeline(img):

  ground_bin = filter_hls(img, ground_thresh_min, ground_thresh_max, height = 70)

  warped_bin = perspect_transform(ground_bin, source, destination)

  warped_coded_img = get_coded_image(perspect_transform(img, source, destination))

  xs, ys = get_rover_coordinates(warped_bin)

  distances, angles = convert_to_polar(xs, ys)

  mean_direction = np.mean(angles)

  fig = plt.figure(figsize = (20,4))

  plt.subplot(141)

  plt.imshow(img)

  plt.subplot(142)

  plt.imshow(ground_bin, cmap = 'gray')

  plt.subplot(143)

  plt.imshow(warped_coded_img)

  plt.subplot(144)

  plt.plot(xs, ys, '.')
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  plt.ylim(-160, 160)

  plt.xlim(0, 160)

  arrow_length = 100

  x_arrow = arrow_length * np.cos(mean_direction)

  y_arrow = arrow_length * np.sin(mean_direction)

  plt.arrow(0, 0, x_arrow, y_arrow, color = 'red', zorder = 10, head_width = 10, width = 2)

perception_pipeline(img1)

perception_pipeline(img2)

perception_pipeline(img3)

perception_pipeline(img4)

Figure IV.41: Normal,ground filtre, coded color of prespective transform and decision making(image 1)

Figure IV.42: Normal,ground filtre, coded color of prespective transform and decision making(image 2)
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Figure IV.43: Normal,ground filtre, coded color of prespective transform and decision making(image 3)

Figure IV.44: Normal,ground filtre, coded color of prespective transform and decision making(image 4)

Discuss the results

After making the decision making we can see  that the robot takes the straight forward

way to and that what we can see in the last column for each image.

Recognize the location

def convert_rover_to_world_coordinates(xs, ys, x_pos, y_pos, yaw, world_size, scale):

  a = yaw * np.pi / 180

  xs_rotated = (xs * np.cos(a)) - (ys * np.sin(a))

  ys_rotated = (xs * np.sin(a)) + (ys * np.cos(a))

  xs_world = xs_rotated / scale + x_pos

  ys_world = ys_rotated / scale + y_pos
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  xs_world = np.clip(np.int_(xs_world), 0, world_size - 1)

  ys_world = np.clip(np.int_(ys_world), 0, world_size - 1)

return xs_world, ys_world

def mapping_pipeline(img, x_pos, y_pos, yaw):

  world_size, scale = WORLD_SIZE, 10

  ground_bin = filter_hls(img, ground_thresh_min, ground_thresh_max, height = 70)

  rock_bin = filter_hls(img, rock_thresh_min, rock_thresh_max)

  blocked_bin = filter_hls(img, blocked_thresh_min, blocked_thresh_max)

  warped_ground_bin = perspect_transform(ground_bin, source, destination)

  warped_rock_bin = perspect_transform(rock_bin, source, destination)

  warped_blocked_bin = perspect_transform(blocked_bin, source, destination)

  ground_rover_xs, ground_rover_ys = get_rover_coordinates(warped_ground_bin)

  rock_rover_xs, rock_rover_ys = get_rover_coordinates(warped_rock_bin)

  blocked_rover_xs, blocked_rover_ys = get_rover_coordinates(warped_blocked_bin)

  gxs, gys = convert_rover_to_world_coordinates(ground_rover_xs, ground_rover_ys, x_pos,

y_pos, yaw, world_size, scale)

  rxs, rys = convert_rover_to_world_coordinates(rock_rover_xs, rock_rover_ys, x_pos, y_pos,

yaw, world_size, scale)

  bxs, bys = convert_rover_to_world_coordinates(blocked_rover_xs, blocked_rover_ys, x_pos,

y_pos, yaw, world_size, scale)
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  world_ys, world_xs = ground_truth_bin.nonzero()

  map_img = np.zeros((200, 200, 3))

  map_img[world_ys, world_xs, :] = (1, 1, 1)

  with_rover_img = np.zeros((200, 200, 3))

  with_rover_img[gys, gxs, 0] = 1

  with_rover_img[rys, rxs, 1] = 1

  with_rover_img[bys, bxs, 2] = 1

  map_with_rover_img = cv2.addWeighted(map_img, 0.3, with_rover_img, 1, 0)

  coded_img = get_coded_image(img)

  warped_coded_img = perspect_transform(coded_img, source, destination)

  fig = plt.figure(figsize = (20,4))

   plt.subplot(141)

  plt.imshow(coded_img)

  plt.subplot(142)

  plt.imshow(warped_coded_img)

  plt.subplot(143)

  plt.plot(blocked_rover_xs, blocked_rover_ys, '.')

  plt.plot(ground_rover_xs, ground_rover_ys, '.')

  plt.ylim(-160, 160)

  plt.xlim(0, 160)

  plt.subplot(144)

  plt.imshow(map_with_rover_img)
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mapping_pipeline(img1, data_xs[1545], data_ys[1545], data_yaws[1545])

mapping_pipeline(img2, data_xs[630], data_ys[630], data_yaws[630])

mapping_pipeline(img3, data_xs[650], data_ys[650], data_yaws[650])

mapping_pipeline(img4, data_xs[0], data_ys[0], data_yaws[0])

Figure IV.45: Coded ground filtre, coded color of prespective transform, blocked coded color of prespective

transform and position in the map (image 1)

Figure IV.46: Coded ground filtre, coded color of prespective transform, blocked coded color of prespective

transform and position in the map (image 2)

Figure IV.47: Coded ground filtre, coded color of prespective transform, blocked coded color of prespective

transform and position in the map (image 3)
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Figure IV.48: Coded ground filtre, coded color of prespective transform, blocked coded color of prespective

transform and position in the map (image 4)

Discuss the results

The Result of our four image shown in the first column the coded image, second column

the prespective transform , the third one the blocked position and the last column shown the

position of the robot in the map

in the last column we can see the position of the robots in the map it’s not really that

exact according ro the ability of the simple camera that can detects.

Suggestion for anybody who wants to continue in that project

Due I don’t have enough time to continue in the simulation there is several improvement

that can be really good if you want to take a step and working on that project.

● Recreate the environment : First of all that doesn’t rolated with my tinny time but for

my experience with 3d I don’t know too much experience in 3D special Unity and C#,

but if you have an idea you can make a completely new environment with multiple rock

colors and then give orders to the robot to bring you certain rocks in certain places.

If you don’t have any idea from where you should start then try to check “gazebo,

ROS,ROS2,blender,unreal engine,FreeCAD” .

● Use a PID controller Using PID controller is really good idea to avoid oscillating

behavior and to make the project looks more realistic and smoother

● Use Reinforcement learning  In the time that I’m writing this is not really popular with

the RL but it would be a great choice to make that robot learn from the environment, and

send you data when it discovers something new.

If you want to use RL check first if your laptop bear it.

● Create a web app for the robot Making a robot connected with the net is really

advance topic but it need to know more about web development, at simulation used flask

to open server so I assumed that the best choice for that is using that framework “Flask is

python framework to create server side app” an alternative for Flask is django, the robot
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is saving the data in csv from so best type of database is SQL”Structured Query

Language”, also you may create restful api instead of graphql.

I believe that everything  about the simulation we’ll go now to make the robot alive.

IV.3. Expiermental part

Semi-controller Robot

Case : This robot is design to enter to place with tinny places to detect the

nature of the product in that tinny place, it can be a urreachable places in mines

or caves, the robot will be comunicate with the pilot (human) with VLC and

the robot will send images to the pilot with full of stats

To start working in that project we have already a wheeled robot from lasts year that built

by MSc. SELLAOUI Raid Houssem

Figure IV.49: VLC-Car[6].

The Robot is built with arduino table that comunicate with VLC, we can see that

half of the project was already done from previous collegue,

Our goal now is build and AI and make it interect with this robot using raspberry pi 4

Rasberry pi

The Raspberry Pi Foundation, in collaboration with Broadcom, created a series of miniature

single-board computers in the United Kingdom. The Raspberry Pi project was created with the

goal of encouraging the teaching of fundamental computer science in schools and disadvantaged

nations.
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Be aware  Before you start working on that project make sure that your python version is

upper than version 2 (version 3 ) some libraries won’t work in version 2 for example

“numpy” which is very important library in artifical intelligence and it will be more

important in this project  .

Deadline

Unfortionally, we had only a little time to work on this interesting project but the deadline

has arrived and I’m in this part,

I’ll give servral steps for anyone who wants to continue this project from here,

 Check the last version of Raspberry OS.

Check if your Raspberry pi card bears all .

Conclusion

In this simulation we have created a smart software  using python programming

languages and the open cv library to treat the image, also we have been using jupyter notebook

to get our code cleaner and to have better vision of our result.

Using easier operating system can be helpful for beginners, we took sevrel image to

make our study on it we can see the results are cristal clear on the outputs,

We started with making the filter that’ll slpit up the diffrent degree of our envirments’

items that will simplify our work, using HLS format better than the RGB because that format

helps to change the degree of the brightness and not the colors themselves

Prespective transform is a transform often using in the smart phone to stablize the images

but it’s also have other abilities, we used it to make a 3d view from

and finally we using our data to make decison about our location, we use the map to see

the current location.

In the expirmental part we wanted to create a semi-controllor robot using raspberry pi (3

or 4) and arduino, The robot will be  wheeled, we send the orders to the robot using LED.
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General conclusion

In this project we created a smart software that allows robots to train images to

know the items in the current envirment and make transforms to get better vision of the

location as well as taking decision to know which direction it can drive, that’s all

acourding to a data that has been taken by a camera on the robot. We wanted to make this

idea real by implemented in the real world, but the time was not beside us

Artifical intellegnce is very interesting topic when it returns to robotics, and

building a smart robot that would send response and recieve request with VLC

technology seems that needs a lot work and the short among of time make it even more

harder, so I hope for anyone who wants to continue in that project to verify if he/she has

enough time to make a new improvement on that project
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